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1, TOO MUCH MONKEY BUSINESS (Berry) 
2. GOT LOVE IF YOU WANT IT (Moore) 
3. SMOKESTACK LIGHTNING (Burnett) 
4. GOOD MORNING LITTLE SCHOOLGIRL (Demarais) 

5. RESPECTABLE (Isley/Isiey/Isiey) 

_ 6. FIVE LONG YEARS (Boyd) 

7. PRETTY GIRL (McDaniel) 

8. LOUISE (Hooker) 

9. 1M A MAN (McDaniel) 

10. HERE ’TIS (McDaniel) ran) | We) 
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MICHAEL OCHS ARCHIVES/VENICE, CA 

All through the afternoon ‘people’ were wondering 
about the red and white stripes of the empty 
MARQUEE CLUB muttering singularly private 
things to themselves. From a detached distance it 
all looked like some abstract ballet about people 
supposed to be at work but in fact doing all they can 
to avoid it. There were wires lying around and if you 
pulled one of them a Dickensian gentleman, with 
a cocker-spaniel face, would lope from some back 
door and mutter things like: ‘‘If only | could get 
some ortophonic, omni-directional, inter-co-axial 
plugs, there wouldn’t be any problems... of 
course, we would also need some split attenuators 
to regulate the oscillatory feedback and moving coil 
D3822-B8 mikes, otherwise... Of course | can’t get 
them...if only we had more time... ’’ 
‘“‘| suppose he’s the engineer’ someone said. 

All is vague, with just that little touch of nervous 
tension so 
that every- 
body knows 
that some- 

KEITH RELF Vocal//Harmonica 

Lead Guitar 
ERIC ‘SLOWHAND’ CLAPTON 

thing is supposed to happen sooner or later. The 
idea was to do a ‘live’ recording of the most 
blueswailing YARDBIRDS in one of their ‘natural 
surroundings’, and no-one in the audience was to 
know what was going on. All one can say is that 
after that evening’s session the audience deserved 
a medal, or all of Manfred Mann’s five autographs. 
Far from remaining in the dark, they were intro- 
duced to the most blueswailing about twelve times: 
‘“‘And now, the most blueswailing BIRDYEARDS— 
sorry, hum, I'll start again. And now, the most yard- 
wailing BLUEBIRDS—sorry—LIVE FIVE YARDBIRDS 
—FIVE LIVE YARDBIRDS...’’ Hamish Grimes, that 
grossly underpaid writer of Crawdaddy advertise- 
ments, had been chewing his nails all day long. 
When it came to compering the evening he had 
bitten off his right hand on which he had written the 
“script” with a Japanese pen. 

“‘Of course, if only we had the mixer ready we could 
get some echo going... ’’ said the cocker-spaniel 
face. ‘‘You mean you don’t have a mixer??”’ 

CHRIS DREJA Rhythm Guitar JIM McCARTY Drums _ 

*e*gh Yarcbird was busy pé2**).@ iiuge sign car- 
rying the following information: ‘Monkey—Love— 
Schoolgirls—Smoke—Respectable’. One could see 
him walking up and down in front of some Eastern 
Embassy ... Later he hung the sign up on the stage. 

| think it is still there. 

Sam Yardbird wasn’t there though, and nor for that 
matter was Chris Yardbird, and Jim Yardbird had 
gone off searching for a new foot-pedal, Eric Yard- 
bird was in a corner breaking the strings of his 
guitar. 

It seemed to give him confidence. 

It was getting dangerously near the end of even a 
‘late’ afternoon and, frankly, we had got nowhere. 
In a few moments hundreds of mody-bodies would 
rush into the Club, falling over the wires, the booms, 
the mikes, and probably the cocker-spaniel face. We 
would lose control, but, on reflection, that did not 
seem to matter all that much because we never suc- 
ceeded in gaining it in the first place. 

PAUL ‘SAM’ SAMWELL-SMITH 
Electric Bass Guitar 

“‘[ just managed to fix a split attenuating box... and 
the signal-to-noise ratio should be’’... thump... (!) 

““‘Never mind, we'll go for a drink.”’ 

Afterwards all seemed just as vague as before but 
the worrying had stopped. Sam Yardbird turned up, 
so did Chris Yardbird, and Jim Yardbird returned 
with a brand-new foot-pedal, and the evening ses- 
sion got underway: ‘‘And now, the most blueswail- 
ing BIRDYARDS...sorry... YIRDBARDS...”’ 

Strangely, very strangely, the place really became 
alive, the band, the audience, the meters on the 
recording gear, and before long the vagueness had 
become a ‘sound’, urgent, precise, real. 

After the first set we played the tape back. ‘‘Yes’’, 
someone said, ‘‘that’s not bad’’. ‘‘Of course, if we 
had those omni-directional inter-co-axial plugs, you 
know’’... thump... (!) 

“Never mind, we'll have another go.’’ 

| remember Bill Relf, the road manager (Bill, Bill, Bill 
we love you), holding on to his audience micro- 
phone boom as if it were a Watusi spear in a tribal 
‘punch-up’, (for that matter | remember someone 
else holding that same boom. He looked like five 
people and we are not allowed to mention his 
name). 

In the end we thought the job had been done. 
Something of the excitement and freshness of the 
YARDBIRD sound had been captured on tape. Some 
parts of the performance could have been better, 
maybe, the recording itself could be improved on, 
perhaps? Perhaps, but who knows, it could also 
have been much worse. 

GIORGIO GOMELSKY 






